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GOALKEEPR TRAINING COMING FORWARD FOR HIGH BALLS
Posted by STLCoach - 18 Feb 2010 03:36

_____________________________________

coming forward on high balls.
It's important to try to get behind where the ball is going to come down. This allows a hard step forward
to get momentum in order to jump higher and reach the ball at a higher point. The other advantage of
getting behind the ball and then coming forward to receive the high ball is if you misjudge the ball it's
more likely to end in front of you (which is bad) than behind you (which is much worse).
In the diagram below, the yellow player is going to serve a high ball and the black keeper will go up to
win the ball.

The ball gets tossed up and the keeper is going to take a step or two backwards and then come forward
to receive the ball. This is done to develop the habit of getting behind the ball.

After doing this a few times, the next thing is to put an object on the ground to force the keeper to
actually leave the ground on the jump as well as to jump up and forward.
Start by putting a flat or low cone and the keeper has to clear the cone on the jump while receiving the
ball.

The keeper must continue to concentrate on the ball and simply believe in themselves that they will
clear the cone.
Once the keeper is comfortable clearing the cone, put something more substantial in it's place. Some
coaches will have a person lie down (facing sideways) so the keeper must clear the person the ground
when receiving the ball. Personally, I prefer to use a bag (a gym bag with nothing hard in it) because one
bad serve can result in an injury to both the keeper and the player on the ground.
The thing we are trying to accomplish here is to make sure the keeper gets up and comes forward on
the jump. Encourage them to keep focusing on the ball an clearing the object will be easy.
============================================================================

Equipping KEEPERS the right way
Posted by STLCoach - 02 Mar 2011 09:56

_____________________________________

Equipping keepers the right way
By Tim Mulqueen
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During training, goalkeepers should be dressed for maximum protection: long pants, long sleeves, and
shin guards. I prefer that keepers always wear shin guards at practice, not only to protect them from
injury, but also because they have to wear them in games and should be used to them.
Long pants are especially important at the lower levels of competition, where practice fields can be hard
and rocky. There’s no reason to risk scratches and scrapes that can be prevented by covering up the
skin. During games, keepers can wear shorts if that’s what they’re most comfortable in. But if the game
is on artificial turf, the keeper should use long pants.
Some goalkeeper jerseys and pants come with padding. These may be good options if the padding
does not constrict movement and if the keeper feels comfortable wearing them. Fortunately, the
technology has advanced in recent years, and padded wear (e.g., elbow and hip protection) isn’t as
bulky as it used to be.
For the most part, any equipment that prevents injury and doesn’t impede a keeper’s movement is
beneficial. You can let a young keeper wear elbow pads at practice if it makes her feel more confident.
However, knee pads really don’t offer much protection. In addition, allowing keepers to wear knee pads
can send the message that it’s OK to fall on the knees, encouraging a technique that is not only
improper but may also lead to injury.
Keeper gloves are a necessity, and various types are available. In general, keepers should look for
gloves that help kill the pace of a hard-hit stinging ball without giving up mobility. The modern foam palm
provides shock absorption without causing the keeper to lose a feel for the ball. How thick a glove the
keeper wants is a matter of personal preference.
The average youth keeper will probably be fine in a relatively thin glove. Goalkeepers often switch to
thicker gloves when they reach the highest levels, where shots fly much faster.
A club or a keeper coach may have various types of gloves that keepers can try out. At a store, keepers
should try out the various gloves and have someone toss some balls to them—while doing as little
damage to the shop as possible!
After determining how thick a padding you like in the palm, what matters most is the right fit. The gloves
shouldn’t be too tight. Fingers in a glove, like toes in a shoe, need a little bit of wiggle room in front. But
there shouldn’t be too much room between the fingertips and the end of the glove. The extra material
gets in the way and can impede the keeper’s ability to get a good grip on the ball. If there’s so much
extra fabric that it can be bent back or folded over, this indicates that the glove is too big.
The choice of what kind of cleats to wear depends in large part on the playing surface. For higher-level
keepers who play on nice grass, screw-in cleats are the best option.
Goalkeepers cannot afford to slip when they take those few crucial steps before getting to the ball.
Because keepers don’t have to run all over the field, they can afford to wear screw-in studs even when
the field isn’t perfectly soft. And they need the extra grip that the screw-in studs offer. Younger keepers,
who often play on fields that are harder than elite-level fields, will usually find that molded cleats suffice.
But they should never wear flats or artificial turf shoes when playing on real grass because this will result
in a loss of traction.
Without good traction, the keeper won’t be able to dig in and get a good push toward the ball. The
keeper will also have difficulty trying to explode off the line or change direction quickly and jump.
Because teams play on various fields throughout the season, a keeper may want to own more than one
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set of soccer shoes: molded for hard grass, screw-ins for softer fields, and artificial turf shoes. (Molded
cleats can work well on modern artificial fields, which have more give than the older synthetic turf fields
that were more like carpets than grass.)
The bottom line is that keepers can’t risk slipping or falling. I always have my players come to the field
early so they can test their cleats on the game field before the warm-up. This gives them plenty of time
to change into the best shoes.
(Excerpted from “The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper” by Tim Mulqueen with Mike Woitalla courtesy of
Human Kinetics.)
(U.S. Soccer Federation coach and instructor Tim Mulqueen has been goalkeeper coach for U.S.
national teams at the U-17 World Cup, U-20 World Cup and at the 2008 Olympic Games. He’s been a
goalkeeper coach in MLS, for the MetroStars, and the Kansas City Wizards when they lifted the 2000
league title.)
============================================================================

Re: GOALKEEPR TRAINING SAVE, SAVE,SAVE
Posted by STLCoach - 09 Mar 2011 09:13

_____________________________________

Save, save, save
This is an enjoyable, easy to set up and fast-paced game that will give your goalkeepers a good
workout and give your outfield players a chance to show how good they are between the sticks! It is also
very good for working on shooting technique and speed of reaction.
Experience: Any.
Set-up:
Divide your players into groups of four or five.
One group per playing area.
One player in each group is chosen to be the goalkeeper.
Place three cones or poles to make a triangular goal in the centre of each playing area.
How to play:
Each player (apart from the goalkeeper) has two or three balls. They spread themselves out around a
imaginary circle about 10 or 15 yards from the triangular goal.
On your command, player 1 shoots. As soon as the goalkeeper makes the save or the ball goes in, the
second player in the circle shoots. Then the third, and so on.
The goalkeeper moves quickly from goal to goal to reposition themselves for each shot.
If the shooter scores or kicks wide of the goal, he runs to collect his ball. If the goalkeeper saves the
shot, he quickly returns it to the shooter.
Coaching points: this game is hard work for the goalkeeper so change the person in goal every 60
seconds or so.
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Make the game competitive by seeing which player lets the fewest goals in during his or her alloted time
in goal.
============================================================================

GOALKEEPR Explosiveness & Shot Blocking
Posted by STLCoach - 10 Mar 2011 13:26

_____________________________________

Today’s featured activity works on explosiveness and shot blocking.
This activity works best with 6 hurdles (approximately 1 foot high) although it can be done with 3 or, if
you don’t have access to hurdles, you can use cones, bags etc. One hurdle is set just inside the post
and two more are two feet apart toward the middle. If you have 6 hurdles, do the same with the other
three from the other post. There are two cones 3 yards apart in the middle of the top of the 6 yard box.
A keeper starts just outside of one the posts and a server is inside the D with a ball.
The keeper jumps to the side and lands with both feet between the first two hurdles than immediately
jumps again between the next two and then immediately jumps again toward the middle.
The keeper then sprints forward, through the two cones.

As soon as the keeper makes it through the cones, the server shoots and tries to beat the keeper
through the small goal made of the cones.

The keeper makes the save, returns the ball and then does the same thing from the other side.
The keeper would do this three times from each side and then rest.
Next the keeper would do the same thing but this time, instead of jumping over the hurdles with 2 feet,
they just over with one foot instead, Again this is done 3 times from each side.
Next the keeper would do the same thing with the other foot.
This is a great excercise to work on explosiveness and shot blocking.
============================================================================

Re: GOALKEEPR Footwork, Shotblocking, QUICKNESS
Posted by STLCoach - 18 Mar 2011 12:39

_____________________________________

Today’s featured activity works on footwork, shotblocking and quick recovery.
This activity requires a keeper, a full sized goal, a cone, a server and a few balls. The keeper starts at
one of the posts and the cone is set in the middle of the goal, four yards out. The server has some balls
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at the 12 yard spot.

The server plays a ball just inside of the cone (keeper side) and the keeper uses proper footwork to get
across, dive and make the save.

The keeper then quickly gets to his feet and the next ball is hit to the far post.

The keeper again uses good footwork to get toward the ball, dives and makes the save

After making the second save, the keeper relaxes, returns the balls and then the same thing is done in
the other direction.
This would be done five teams in each direction and is a great way to work on footwork, shotblocking
and getting up quickly.
============================================================================

Re: GOALKEEPR Footwork, Shotblocking, QUICKNESS
Posted by PAOU7 - 17 Jun 2011 15:24

_____________________________________

How would you incorporate a goalie into a field player training? Any drills?????
============================================================================

Re: GOALKEEPR Footwork, Shotblocking, QUICKNESS
Posted by STLCoach - 18 Jun 2011 11:28

_____________________________________

GREAT QUESTION. YOUR KEEPER SHOULD BE INCORPORATED AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE IN
YOUR FIELDS PLAYER TRAINING. JUST ADD A GOAL.
YOU CAN PLAY WITH 1 FULL SIZE GOAL FOR ONE TEAM TO SHOOT AT AND 2 SMALL GOALS
FOR THE DEFENDING TEAM TO GO TO. YOU CAN USE GOALKEEPERS IN 4V4, 1V1, 11V11, 5V2,
2V1, ANYTHING!
I HAVE BOOKS AND BOOKS OF DRILLS, BUT MOST OF MY BEST DRILLS NOW I MAKE UP AT
TRAINING OR BEFORE A SESSION IN MY CAR.
IF YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC REQUEST I CAN ANSWER YOU MORE PRECISLY
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